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and adding the ester, followed by indicator and a measured amount 
of base. Enough base was added to put the indicator on the basic side 
and then the time at which the solution became acidic was noted. At 
this point, another portion of base was added to make the solution basic 
and the color change again noted with time. Mean deviation of five 
runs using this method varied from 5 to 10%. 
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for many substituted ethanes in conformations other than those 
of the ground state. 

Nomenclature. To facilitate our discussion, we introduce an 
ad hoc nomenclatural scheme which is illustrated for the nine 
possible ethane skeletons in Figure 1. Projections are onto a 
plane perpendicular to the ethane C-C bond, ligands are la
beled F and B as described above, and E designates a pair of 
eclipsed ligands. Descriptors are obtained by reading ligand 
labels in a sequential order around the periphery of the pro
jection, and that descriptor is chosen which gives the largest 
numeral when priority rankings 2, 1, and 0 are substituted for 
F, B, and E, respectively. For example, FEBE is correct, 
whereas EBEF, BEFE, or EFEB are not. For all but one 
skeleton, the equivalence of the two ethane ends assures the 
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(FB), 

XX 
F2BFB2 F3B3 

(FB)2E F2BEB F2B2E 

FEBE FBE2 

Figure 1. The nine types of Newman projections of ethane skeletons. 

uniqueness of the descriptor regardless of the direction of view; 
the one exception is F2BEB, which has priority over FB2FE. 
Finally, we note that for an achiral skeleton the correct de
scriptor is obtained whether the ligand sequence follows a 
clockwise or a counterclockwise direction when viewed from 
a given end, whereas for a chiral skeleton the direction is 
uniquely determined by the sense of chirality. By modified use 
of the re/si nomenclature,2 it is possible to characterize the 
chiral skeletons in Figure 1, i.e., F2BFB2, (FB)2E, F2B2E, and 
FBE2, by the prefix re, indicating a clockwise direction for the 
correct priority sequence, and the enantiomorphous skeletons 
(not shown) by the prefix si. 

Application of Symmetry Arguments 
Inspection of the nine structures in Figure 1 (which can be 

derived group theoretically, see below) reveals that only two 
are generally considered: the regularly alternating structure 
(FB)3, and the fully eclipsed structure, E3. What is the likeli
hood of a substituted ethane adopting conformations other than 
these two in the course of a complete torsional circuit, i.e., over 
the full range of dihedral angles (4>) from 0 to 2x? We can put 
the question another way: what are the conditions under which 
(FB)3 and E3 conformations are exclusively encountered over 
this range? 

The answer is provided by a symmetry argument. So long 
as the molecular symmetry at all points along the torsional 
circuit contains C3 as a subgroup, the C3 axis perpendicular 
to the plane of the projection guarantees exclusive population 
by E3 and (FB)3 conformations; the former corresponds to 
three points on the energy profile, and the latter to all others. 
Only molecules of the types X3C-CX3 (including ethane itself) 
and X3C-CY3 can satisfy this condition. 

In the absence of C3 subsymmetry, exclusive population by 
the two classical conformations is no longer to be expected. As 
a simple example, consider chloroethane, whose energy profile 
(Figure 2a) superficially suggests conformational behavior like 
that of ethane. However, the crucial C3 axis is missing, and the 

highest attainable symmetry is Cs. The only valence bond 
angles (0) which are expected to be equal are those which are 
related by a a plane; hence 0(ClCH) 9^ 0(HCH) under any 
circumstances, and only under conditions of highest symmetry 
is there pairwise equality between two ClCH and two HCH 
angles. Consequently, since for one such conformation 
0(ClCCH) = 0, we would expect that 0(HCCH) ^ 0, i.e., 
when Cl and H are eclipsed, the H's are not expected to be, and 
when the H's are eclipsed, the Cl and H are not expected to be. 
It follows that although (FB)3 is attainable for chloroethane, 
E3 is not. Instead, eclipsing is always partial and always be
tween a single pair of ligands at a time. 

Eclipsed Conformations. The preceding analysis illustrates 
a powerful symmetry argument: any molecular parameters 
(bond lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles) which are not 
related by a symmetry operation of the molecule are expected 
to differ in magnitude.3 We can adjoin to this argument the 
simplifying chemical assumption that one eclipsed confor
mation of chloroethane (Cl/H eclipsed) has Q symmetry and 
therefore belongs to F2BEB. The symmetry of the resulting 
energy profile4 is such that this form will necessarily represent 
an extremum, presumably the transition state. Given the C, 
symmetry of the Cl/H eclipsed form, the conformation with 
H/H eclipsing must be (FB)2E. This form is asymmetric, and 
as such no special significance can be attached to its position 
on the energy profile, since the a priori designation of a par
ticular structure as an energy extremum can only be made on 
the basis of symmetry. Thus, in a complete torsional circuit, 
there are three singularities with Cl/H eclipsing and six with 
H/H eclipsing (Figure 2a). 

This analysis can be extended to include all possible ethane 
substitution patterns (see Table I). Conversion of one (FB)3 
form to another requires that three pairs of bonds become 
eclipsed at one time or another. Only three possibilities exist 
for such a transformation—the eclipsings can occur three at 
a time, or two at a time followed (or preceded) by a single ec
lipsing, or one at a time (E3, DS or SD, or 3S, respectively). 
There are four cases in which full eclipsing (an E3 structure) 
is possible. The first two (X3C-CX3 and X3C-CY3) have been 
discussed above; the last two (X2YC-CX2Y and meso-
XYZC-CXYZ) may exhibit a single E3 structure corre
sponding to that conformation for which the plane of projection 
has also become a a plane. Double eclipsing can be expected 
for those conformations of X2YC-CX2Y and racemic 
XYZC-CXYZ possessing only a molecular C2 axis. Single 
eclipsing obtains in all other cases. The X2YC-CX2Y system 
is thus unique in that singly, doubly, and fully eclipsed struc
tures may all be involved in a complete torsional circuit. Figure 
2b shows an example of such a pathway for which it has been 
arbitrarily assumed that E3 and (FB)2E forms are always 
separated by an FBE2 structure. A sequence could have equally 
well been chosen in which E3 and FBE2 structures are sepa
rated by (FB)2E forms.5 

Noneclipsed Conformations. We have demonstrated that in 
a rotation of 2w/3 radians about the central bond of chloro
ethane, three singularities must occur, each of which corre
sponds to a structure with just one pair of bonds exactly 
eclipsed. Let us now examine more closely the regions between 
these singularities. Beginning with the ground state, rotation 
yields only (FB)3 structures until the first eclipsing is en
countered ((FB)2E). Continued rotation immediately destroys 
the eclipsing and, until the second eclipsing (F2Beb) occurs, 
all conformations have nonalternating, noneclipsed structures 
(F2BFB2, dashed line segments in Figure 2a). Continued 
rotation again leads to F2BFB2, (FB)2E, and (FB)3 structures 
which, given the symmetry of the reaction coordinate, are the 
enantiomers of those encountered over the previous TT/3 ra
dians. 

In general, all rotation itineraries which exhibit three singly 
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(a) C2H5CI 

Si-F1BFBg re-F1BFB2 

±7T/3 ±7T/3 O ±7773 

0(Cl-C-C-H) 

f (b)X2YC-CX2Y 

Si-FgBFB1 r e . FB£g 
Y 

± TT 

^ (Y-C-C-Y) 

±7773 

±7T 

Figure 2. The complete torsional circuits for (a) chloroethane and (b) X2YC-CX2Y. Magnitudes of relative energies and dihedral angles 0 (except where 
explicitly indicated) are arbitrary. Values of <t> in (a) are averages of the three ClCCH dihedral angles. Filled and unfilled markers represent enantiomeric 
structures; half-filled markers represent achiral structures. Noneclipsed conformations are represented by solid line segments for alternating projections 
((FB)3) and by dashed line segments for nonalternating projections (F2BFB2). 

eclipsed structures between two neighboring (FB)3 segments 
(cf. Figure 2) must follow the cycle of Newman projections 
described above for chloroethane (eq 1). 

... ^ (FB)3 <=± (FB)2E •=* F2BFB2 <=± F2BEB *± F2BFB2 

^ (FB)2E ^ (FB)3 ** - (1) 

For rotations involving double eclipsing or full eclipsing, the 

cycles in eq 2 and eq 3, respectively, apply.6 

- ,=s (FB)3 ^ (FB)2E ?=s F2BFB2 & FBE2 (FB)3 

(2) 

... ^ (FB)3 * E3 ^ (FB)3 F± ». (3) 

Note that the complete torsional circuit for the X2YC-CX2Y 
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Table I. Torsional Circuits of Ethanes According to Substitution 
Patterns 

Highest 
possible 

Ethane symmetry of 
substitution transition 

pattern states" 

X3C-CX3 Wih 

X3C-CY3 3C3i; 
XYZC-CXYZ Ci, Cs, C1 

(meso) _ 
X2YC-CX2Y C2, C2V, C2 

XYZC-CXYZ C2, C2, C1 

(racemic) 
X3C-CX2Y ) 
X3C-CXY2 } 3C, 
X3C-CY2Z j 
X2YC-CXY2\ 
X2YC-CX2Z 
X2YC-CXZ2 • 
X2YC-CYZ2 

Cl, Cj, Cl 

X2YC-CZ2W. 
X3C-CXYZ I 3 C 
X3C-CYZW / 
X2YC-CXYZ 
X2YC-CXZW 
X2YC-CYZW 
X2YC-CZWV 
XYZC-CXYW 
XYZC-CXWV 

• CUC\,C\ 

XYZC-CWVU/ 

Eclips ng sequences 
in a complete 

torsional circuit 

E3 
E3 
3S 

DS 
or SD 
(DS) 

3S 

3S 

3S 

3S 

E3 
E3 
E3 

E3 

E3 
(DS) 

3S 

3S 

3S 

3S 

b 

E3 
E3 
3S 

SD 
DS 

(DS)' 

3S 

3S 

3S 

3S 

" A transition state with symmetry G is enantiomeric to one with 
symmetry G. Transition states with symmetries G, G', and G" are 
diastereomeric. 3G means three equivalent transition states with 
symmetry G, b D = doubly eclipsed; S = singly eclipsed.c There are 
a total of eight possible sequences generated by changing one or more 
(DS) to (SD). 

system, for which both double and full eclipsing occur (Figure 
2b), corresponds to a linking of the cycles in eq 2 and 3 (eq 
4): 

(FB)3 

(FB)3 

*± (FB)2E 
<=* FBE2 & 

<=* F2BFB2 

F2BFB2 <=* 
^ F B E 2 

(FB)2E 
* (FB)3 

*± (FB)3 

<=* 
<=* 

E3 

(4) 

The cyclic nature of eq 2 and 3 emphasizes the fact that the 
sequence of eclipsings chosen for a given pathway is often ar
bitrary in the absence of additional, chemical evidence. 

Symmetry arguments thus lead to the conclusion that all 
substituted ethanes, except for those of the X3C-CX3 and 
X3C-CY3 types, must at some point along a complete torsional 
circuit encounter nonalternating, F2BFB2 Newman projections 
(e.g., dashed lines in Figure 2). However, as is always the case 
with discussions based on symmetry, no conclusions can be 
drawn concerning the relative importance of such forms as 
applied to practical chemical problems. Such judgments must 
await further information of a more physical nature. 

Ground State Structures 
We have shown that the complete torsional circuits for the 

majority of ethane substitution types contain segments cor
responding to conformations with nonalternating Newman 
projections (e.g., F2BFB2), in addition to segments with con
ventional alternating projections (i.e., (FB)3). Although the 
ground states of acyclic ethanes generally fall within (FB)3 
segments, there is no reason in principle why a nonalternating 
segment should not also be able to encompass a ground state. 
We now report results of empirical force field (EFF) calcula-

H 

XBuyh 
X y ^ 

H 

Ia 

. x y xy I H 

"tBu Xr-5YS 
1Bu 

lb 

Bu 

Xy 

Xy 

tBU H 3 k x y t B uxkH 
iu Xy-V^Bu Xy^T^Bu 

H 1Bu Xy 

to Id it 
Figure 3. Idealized (FB)3 conformations of meso-1 (a and b) and racemic 
1 (c, d, and e). Only one enantiomer is shown for lb-e. Xy = 2,6-dimeth-
ylphenyl. 

tions on two highly strained 1,1,2,2-tetrasubstituted ethanes 
which predict the existence of just such nonalternating ground 
state structures. 

l,2-Bis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-l,2-di-fer(-butylethane (1). 
There has been much recent interest in the conformational 
preferences of 1,1,2,2-tetrasubstituted ethanes.7"11 In con
nection with our studies on 1,1,2,2-tetraarylethanes8 and other 
more highly congested ethanes,12 we were intrigued by the 
conclusions of Reuvers et al.13 that meso-1 exists in a confor
mation similar to la while racemic 1 prefers a conformation 
resembling Ie (see Figure 3). The experimental basis for these 
conclusions included coupling constant14 data (3JHH(meso) 
= 12, VHH(racemic) = 5 Hz), as well as chemical shift data 
which suggested that the xylyl groups were gauche to one an
other in racemic 1. These results were considered13 reasonable 
since in both la and Ie the bulky tert-butyl groups are anti. 

In order to investigate these results further, we performed 
EFF calculations on 1. The force field used was basically the 
one described by Allinger in 1971,15 modified by the addition 
of parameters for treating aryl substituents.16'17 The excellent 
results previously obtained with this force field as applied to 
polyarylethanes8 and -methanes,18 as well as to saturated hy
drocarbons,19 inspired confidence in the reliability of the EFF 
calculations for 1. Five input structures (la-e, see Figure 3)20 

were relaxed using the pattern search minimization technique, 
with an energy criterion of 0.01 kcal/mol over one iteration. 
The full relaxation method was used, and the structures were 
optimized without symmetry constraints. 

Each of the five input structures relaxed to a unique mini
mum. As shown in Table II, the anti conformation, with the 
H-Ce-Ce-H dihedral angle equal to 172°, is the more stable 
for the meso isomer, consistent with the experimental results.13 

Since the gauche form is calculated to be at least 7 kcal/mol 
less stable, only the anti conformation is expected to be sig
nificantly populated at normal temperatures. 

For the racemic isomer the calculated ground state con-
former with the tert -butyl groups anti is found to be the least 
stable, contrary to the previous conclusion.13 Instead, the most 
stable conformer, obtained from the input structure with the 
hydrogens anti (Ic), has structure If. The molecule has Ci 
symmetry, the central bond length is 1.593 A,21 and the H-
Ce-C6-H dihedral angle is 112°. The extended central bond 
and the value of the Ce-Ce-Cb valence bond angle (124.7°) 
reveal that If is a highly strained structure.22 Nevertheless, the 
relative strain energies (Table II) clearly indicate that If is the 
only significantly populated conformer for the racemic 
form. 

As Figure 4 shows, the Newman projection of If is of the 
F2BFB2 type.23 The Ci symmetry of If and the proximity of 
the vicinal xylyl groups are consistent with the 1H NMR re-
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Table II. Calculated Strain Energies of Conformations of 1 

H 

Input" 

Calcd 
structure 

(ethane di-
hedral angles)b 

ReI 
strain 

energy, 
kcal/mol 

Meso 
la Xy H /-Bu Anti 0.0C 

(83,-19,86,-63,39,-70) 
lb H /-Bu Xy Gauche 7.25 

(66,-27,67,-97,60,-43) 

Ic /-Bu H Xy 

Id Xy /-Bu H 

Racemic 
If 0.27 

(See Figure 4) 
Xy anti 10.26 

(64,-26, 139,-25,65,-41) 
Ie H Xy /-Bu /-Bu anti 20.24 

(69,-32,66,-94,66,-32) 

" See ref 20 and Figure 3. Xy = xylyl (2,6-dimethylphenyl). b Di
hedral angles (in degrees) listed in the order HCCRi, RiCC(Z-Bu), 
(/-Bu)CCR2, R2CCXy, XyCCR3, R3CCH. c Total steric energy (see 
eq 1 in ref 16) = 34.55 kcal/mol. 

suits.13 According to the Karplus relation14 an H-C e -C e -H 
dihedral angle of 112° is compatible with the observed13 value 
of 5 Hz for 3 / H H - Nonalternating structure If is thus in 
agreement with all the experimental data for racemic 1, and 
we feel confident that it is a good representation of the ground 
state conformation. 

1,1,2,2-Tetra-tert-butylethane (2). The synthesis and NMR 
properties of 2 have recently been reported.7 The structure, 
calculated by Riichardt and co-workers11 by use of the Allinger 
197115 and Schleyer19 EFFs, is similar to If. We have per
formed additional calculations on 2 using four EFFs in current 
use, and the results are summarized in Table III.26 The 197115 

and 197327 Allinger force fields predict very similar, nonal
ternating structures of the type F2BFB2. It is interesting to note 
that the C-C bond lengths (Table III) calculated using the 
Allinger 1973 EFF are only slightly longer than those using 
the Allinger 1971 EFF, even though only the former has a 
cubic (anharmonic) term in its C-C stretching function. The 
Schleyer EFF1 9 yields a structure with the same general fea
tures as the Allinger fields, although the hydrogens and tert-
butyls are more nearly eclipsed in the Schleyer minimum. The 
fourth EFF, MUB-2,28 yields an energy minimum with normal 
alternation of substitutents in the Newman projection, i.e., 

Table III. Calculated Structural Parameters" for 2 

lBu(2) 

, -94.0°' ^ R 1 1 

If 
Figure 4. Calculated ground state structure (If) of (RR)-I. 

(FB)3. However, this structure has unusually long C-C bonds 
which appear to be unreasonable12 in light of the relative 
thermal stability of 2.11-29 This bond lengthening represents 
an alternative to gross angle deformation (see Cb-C6-Cb in 
Table III) as a method of relieving adverse nonbonded repul
sions. We note in this connection that MUB-2 also predicts a 
smaller angle distortion for di-?ert-butylmethane even though 
the bond lengths calculated are comparable for the four 
fields.30 We therefore feel that the structures obtained from 
the first three force fields better represent the preferred con
formation of 2. As in the case of racemic 1, the predicted 
F2BFB2 conformation of 2 is in agreement with all the exper
imental facts (C2 symmetry7 and 3 / H H < 2 Hz32). 

Vicinal Relationships. For nonalternating F2BFB2 ground 
states, a description in terms of gauche and anti vicinal rela
tionships is meaningless. In a general ethane structure there 
are nine vicinal pairs, some of which are rendered equivalent 
by the idealized skeletal symmetry. For the (FB)3 and F2BFB2 
forms, pairs of vicinal sites are collected into symmetry 
equivalent sets in Table IV. The alternating (FB)3 form con
tains only two different types of vicinal pairs: those separated 
by two intervening ligands in the Newman projection (anti) 
and those which are proximal (gauche). For the nonalternating 
F2BFB2 form, there are six sets of symmetry equivalent vicinal 
interactions. The methine H's in the calculated structures If 
and 2 are separated by two bonds in the Newman projection 
and thus belong to the set {25). 

Regardless of the form of the Newman projection, vicinal 
relationships can be described by use of the Klyne-Prelog 
system,33 since this classification scheme depends solely on the 
numerical value of the appropriate torsional angle. The EFF 
results described above illustrate the necessity of considering 
anti-clinal (such as are present in the calculated structures If 
and 2) as well as syn-clinal ("gauche") relationships when 
interpreting small V H H values, especially in strained mole
cules. 

TBu(2) 

EFF ^-e ^ e Q-C Ml) Ce-C b(2) Cb-Ce-Q, 

Allinger 1971* 
Allinger 1973 
Schleyerc 

MUB-2 

3.6 
3.2 
0.2 

-11.5 r f 

-94.1 
-94 .2 
-99.8 

-115.2 

-70.1 
-72.2 
-66 .6 
-55 .4 

97.9 
96.9 
96.9 
94.7 

1.600 
1.604 
1.598 
1.650 

1.595 
1.608 
1.596 
1.625 

1.584 
1.590 
1.587 
1.588 

119.7 
119.3 
120.0 
117.9 

0 Notation: e = ethane; b(l) = quaternary carbon in /-Bu(l); b(2) = quaternary carbon in /-Bu(2). * These values are those reported by 
Riichardt and co-workers in ref 11. The values of (3, 7, and S are calculated from the values given in ref 11: a = 3.6°, la - j3 = 101.3°, 7 -
6 + a = — 164.4°.c These structural parameters are essentially the same as those reported in ref 11, using the same force field. d With a negative 
a (the sign of a dihedral angle is as defined in ref 12) the projection is alternating, with the two /-Bu(I) groups anti, and the two methine H's 
gauche. 
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Table IV. Sets of Symmetry Equivalent Vicinal Pairs in Alternating 
and Nonalternating Forms of Ethane 

Newman 
projection 

Idealized 
skeletal 

symmetry 
Sets of symmetry 

equiv vicinal pairs" 

4 

1 

^BFB2 l^fel 

D 3d (2) {14,36,52} 
(0) (12,16,32,34,54,56| 

(2) (25} 
(1) (15,26), (13,46) 
(0) (16/(43}, (23,45} 

"The parenthesized figure gives the number of intervening ligands 
in the planar projection. 

Other Structures. Compounds 2 and racemic 1 are thus far 
the sole representatives of a class of noneclipsed ethanes which 
do not have (FBh ground states, but other examples can be 
anticipated. We merely note here that eclipsing in ground 
states is enforced by a cyclopropane ring; that is, when the view 
is along one C-C bond of the ring, the bonds to the third carbon 
are forced to be eclipsed. While the ground state of cyclopro
pane34 is E3, projections down the 1-2 and 1-3 bonds of a 
1,1-disubstituted cyclopropane (3) are presumably of the 
F2BEB type since the geminal repulsions between substituents 
on the 1 position are expected (by symmetry) to differ from 
those on the 2 (or 3) positions. The projection down the 1-2 
bond of a 1,1,2,2-tetrasubstituted cyclopropane (4) could be 
of the (FB)2E type if the molecule twists to alleviate vicinal 
repulsions. A substituted bicyclobutane structure (5) might 
adopt an FBE2 conformation for a similar reason. Ground 
states of ethanes with projections of the types F3B3, F2B2E, and 
FEBE pose a more serious challenge to the imagination. 

R R 

FBE0 

The Newman projections of non-ethane-like structures can 
also be described by a nomenclature similar to that for ethanes. 
For example, while ethylene has an E2 projection, distorted 
ethylenes35 can be twisted, (FB)2, or folded, F2B2. As a further 
extension,36 the different conformations (6a-c) of 1,1',2,-
2',3,3'-hexamethylferrocene can be described in terms of 
ethane-like Newman projections if the unsubstituted ring 
positions are ignored. 

Me Me Me 

M e -

M e - " 

Me 

F3B3 

6a 

r-Me 

' -Me 

Me 
. 

^ 

L / 

7T^ 
Me 

F2BFB2 

6 b 

vie 

.-Me 

"-Me 

Me, 

M e - * 

Wr 

1 ,Me 

S+Cr-M* 
7?V^Me 

(FBi3 

6c 

General Group Theoretical Description 
The enumeration and description of Newman projections 

which are topologically distinct (in 2-space) can be generalized 
to include structures with any number of substituents on each 

Table V. Number (Z) of Topologically Distinct Newman 
Projections for Various Values of m, n, and p 

No. of 
ligands Z 
m n p=0 1 2 3 

2-* ^m,n 
4 p 

1 — 
1 — 

1 — — 

2 — 
2 1 

2 
2 
2 
4 
2 
5 
2 
7 
9 
2 
8 

15 
2 

10 
22 
25 

end of the central bond. In this section we present a group 
theoretical approach which serves to enumerate and generate 
the various Newman projections. 

Consider the general system in which m and n{m^ n) are 
the number of ligands at each end of the molecular skele
ton. 

(R)MX - Y(R)n 

The Newman projections in the absence of eclipsed pairs are 
topologically similar to {m + «)-gons with m vertices desig
nated F (front) and n vertices designated B (back). For ex
ample (m = n = 3): 

~ '& 
B 

If there are p pairs of eclipsed bonds (p < n), the Newman 
projections lead to (m + n — p)-gons with m — p vertices 
designated F, n — p vertices designated B, and p vertices des
ignated E (eclipsed). For example (m = n = 3, p = 1): 

B F 

Thus, there exists a 1:1 correspondence between topologi
cally distinct Newman projections and the distinct configu
rations ("isomers") of an Fm_pB„_pEp substituted (m + n -
p)-gon. These projections can therefore be enumerated by 
counting the isomers of the corresponding polygons. Ruch and 
co-workers have shown37 that the isomers of a structure with 
skeletal symmetry R and equivalent ligand symmetry L cor
respond to double cosets of the group consisting of all ligand 
permutations (P) decomposed by its subgroups R and L, i.e., 
of the form38 R\P\L. In the present context, the appropriate 
groups39 are: (1) R = the two-dimensional skeletal symmetry 
of the (m + n - p)-gon s Dm+„-p (for m + n - p > 2); (2) 
P = the group of permutations of the vertices of the {m + n — 
p)-gon s Sm+n-p; (3) L = equivalent ligand symmetry, i.e., 
the subgroup of P containing permutations of identically la
beled (F,B,E) vertices. I f m ^ n . L s Sm-P X Sn-P X Sp. If 
m = n, the labels front and back are arbitrary; therefore, 
permutations which exchange all of the F vertices with all of 
the B vertices must be included, so that L 3 (Sm-P X S„-p) 

A S2 x sp 3 S2[sm-p] x sp. 
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SFB), 

(FBI3 

(341(56), 

(36) 

FgBFB2 

F3B3 

Figure 5. Illustration of the use of double coset representatives for the 
generation of the noneclipsed, ethane-like (m = n = 3, p = 0) Newman 
projections from a given reference structure, (FB)3. 

The number (Z) of these double cosets, and therefore the 
number of topologically distinct Newman projections, is given 
by the formula37 

\P\ * | / g n C r | | I n C , | 
\*\\I\kx |Cr| 

where Cr is one of the k conjugacy classes of P.40 Values of Z 
for each combination of m, n, and p (m + n < 8) are given in 
Table V. 

Given the choice of one Newman projection as a reference 
structure for particular values of m, n, and p, the other distinct 
Newman projections can be generated by use of these double 
cosets. The groups R, P, and L can be written as permutations 
ofm + n—p ligands (labeled F, B, and E) on a skeleton with 
numbered sites. Using the convention that permutations act 
on site labels, R and P are independent of the ligand labels, i.e., 
of the particular projection, whereas L is not. Let us designate 
L for the reference structure as Lo- Given a set of permutations 
which includes a representative permutation from each double 
coset RIPI LQ, all of the distinct projections (for those partic
ular values of m, n, and p) can be generated. For example, for 
the case with m = n = 3,p =0 (three double cosets, cf. Table 
V), and using (FB)3 as the reference structure (with site la
beling as in Table IV), a set of double coset representatives is 
{e = (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6), (34)(56), (36)!. As shown in Figure 
5, the action of these three permutations on the reference 
structure results in the three noneclipsed ethane forms.41 The 
equivalent ligand symmetry group of the /th Newman pro
jection (L1-) generated from the reference structure by the 
double coset representative pi is given byp,-Lop,--1. 

A description of the possible Newman projections up to and 
including m + n = 8 appears in the Supplementary Materi
al. 
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Introduction 
Small ring hydrocarbons are particularly interesting com

pounds because their high energy content relative to the acyclic 
isomers often endows them with unusual reactivity patterns. 
Occasionally, such compounds are remarkably unreactive and 
stable, usually because rearrangement to a less highly strained 
system must go via an even more highly strained state or be
cause direct rearrangements are forbidden by symmetry rules.1 

In either case, the reactivity, or lack of it, is strongly determined 
by the molecular structure; one is immediately led to the 
general question of how the "strain" inherent in these mole
cules is expressed; is it accumulated in one or two bonds or is 
it distributed throughout the molecule? Further, what is the 
effect on the strained system (and on its reactivity) of various 
substituent groups? 

Sufficient numbers of small monocyclic hydrocarbons have 
been examined that the direct substituent effects on such 
compounds, if not clearly predictable, are at very least regular 
and understandable in terms of steric, electronic, and inductive 
effects. More unusual situations arise in which a small ring 
system is either further strained or constrained by fusion with 
other small rings. Abnormal molecular geometries can be 
generated in this fashion and the reactivity patterns of these 
and similar compounds have attracted much synthetic and 
kinetic attention.2 In this and subsequent papers we will ex
amine the structures of highly strained polycyclic hydrocarbons 
with the aim of finding the structural bases for their reactivi
ties. 
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4Jl <© 4^<^ 
i i n Er 

Ya Tb Yc 
fluxional in the sense that internal Cope rearrangements (e.g., 
Va «=» Vc) are fairly facile, with calculated energies of acti
vation on the order of 3-15 kcal/mol.3 These molecules are of 
considerable current interest because the transition states of 
such rearrangements are in theory homoaromatic, and the 
possibility exists of preferentially stabilizing the transition state 
relative to the ground state in molecules of this type with ap
propriate substituents4 and of thus isolating the first derivatives 
of bishomobenzene (VI). 

Yi 

Cheng, Anet, Mioduski, and Meinwald5 have recently 
measured the free energy of activation for the degenerate Cope 

Strained Small Ring Compounds. Structure of a Substituted 
Semibullvalene, l-Cyanotricyclo[3.3.0.02'8]octa-3,6-diene. 
Geometric Evidence for Homoaromaticity in the 
Molecular Ground State 
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Abstract: The structure of 1-cyanosemibullvalene (l-cyanotricyclo[3.3.0.02'8]octa-3,6-diene, C9H7N) has been determined by 
high-resolution x-ray crystallographic methods at —45 0C. The molecule exists wholly in the tautomeric form possessing the 
cyclopropane ring C(l)-C(2)-C(8). The extraordinarily long C(2)-C(8) bond distance (1.577 A, corrected for thermal libra-
tion) and the shortened distance between the formally nonbonded atoms C(4) and C(6) (2.35 A), together with the lack of in
dication of severe repulsive strain, are evidence for a small but significant homoaromatic stabilization in the molecule. The in
teraction between C(4) and C(6) is accordingly deduced to be attractive, however with an estimated bond order of no more 
than 0.10 for thep-p a overlap between these two atoms. 1-Cyanosemibullvalene forms colorless, prismatic crystals having the 
orthorhombic space group P2]2i2i. The cell constants are a = 6.693 (2), b = 8.301 (3), c = 12.393 (4) A (MoKa, T = -45 
0C). There are four molecules per cell, each possessing nearly perfect noncrystallographic mirror symmetry. The final R fac
tors for 1192 reflections are R = 0.056 and Rw = 0.066. 
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